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An account of bread from the learned John

Evelyn, Eſq ; entituled , Panificium ,& c.

To make excellent bread, not only good corn
is preferable to ill, but the goodneſs of

the mill, water, oven, and making ought to be
conſidered .
For the corn, the fulleſt and weightieſt is the

beſt : the bread which is made of any other
grain than wheat, be it rye, barley, oats, peale,
or vetches (with which the poor fort make or

mingle their bread ) is not to be accounted.
That wheat which grows in light, not fat
ground, whoſe ſtalk is big and ſtrong, makes
ever the beſt bread.

*

New
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New corn to be preferred for bread, as better
in colour, crimp, and pleaſant in taſte ; but it
- yields more bran than the old, which by often

Itirring, wears husky, and falls away to duft ; it
is not important .whether it be ground in a

wind or water-mill, ſo it be ground quick and
ſpeedily ; that motion bruiſing the corn better
than more languid , & c. and with leſs bran.
A mill newly repaired, provided there hath
paſſed ſome corn through it before, will per
form better than where the ſtones are worn .

Grind as much in a well-prepared mill at a
time as may ſerve your family a month , becauſe
it will yield you a greater quantity of flower ,
than when otherwiſe it comes new from the
mill, being careful to keep it well covered in
bins, which preſerves it both from the air and

vermin . In the ſummer reſerve it where it may
be kept cool, as in ſome cellar or lower room ,
great heatsbeing apt to produce the nightingale

maggot, which turns to a black winged inſect,
that feeds upon , and corrupts the flower.
Water is ſo principal an ingredient to the
making of bread , that the goodneſs of that
much improves it . This is very evident in Pa
ris, where that bread which is made in imitation

of that of Gonnels, though by the fame bakers,
and with the ſame corn , never ſucceeds either

as to the colour or goodneſs, equal to that which

is made upon the place it felf : this is wholly
imputed to the excellency of thewater.
That water is eſteemed beſt which is lighteſt ;

or you may make a good experiment by trials
with ſeveral waters, as that of the river , fountain ,

well, or rain ; the reliſh will eaſily recommend
you thebeſt.

K3

Build
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Build your oven with the thickeſt fort of brick,
and work it well in the joints ; let the roof be
low , the mouth narrow , the outſide cloſely
plaiſtered, the bottom or hearth , which is made

of a loamy clay, is much to be preferred before
fire ſtone or brick tile. . .
:
It will require a gradual heating, which bet
ter penetrates the ſides than a quick fire , and is
better diſperſed ; cleft billet is better than ba
vin , becauſe of the leſs quantity of aſhes, which
ought continually to be taken away, that the
embers and coals may hear the hearth well.

Houſhold Bread .
Themore the quantity of wheat, the better ,
yet it is a good ſort of bread for ſervants, which

is made of four parts of coarſe corn, and one of
barley ; this is a competent proportion for one
batch ; ſearce it through the coarſe fieve.

.

Of this take a buſhel about ten a clock . at
night, and put lcayen into it with ſome of the
ſamemeal.

To temper it in winter, make the water as
hot as you can endure it with your hand , in

fummer it is ſufficient to be lukewarm ; and ſo
proportionably in the ſpring and autumn.
The next morning early leaven the reſt of
your meal, tempering and kneading it a very

long time, till it be very ſtiff ; for though the
fofter , more light, or more bulky it appear, yet
it will be leſs laſting ; the light bread goes fa
fter away than that which is wrought cloſe.
This paſte well kneaded, you ſhall turn it in

the trough, laying the bottom upmoſt ; then
thruſt your fift to the very bottom of the trough
in
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in two or three places, then coyer it well with
meal facks and clean blankets.

Having let it ſtand thus a while (longer in
winter than ſummer ) and that you find thoſe

holes cloſed , or ſwelled up, the riſing is per
fect .

Therefore now let ſome body be heating of
the oven (for it is impoſſible one perſon ſhould

tend both ) whilft you cut the maſs in pieces ;

the pieces may be of ſixteen pounds weight each,
or ſomewhat more : then mould and form it
into loaves, which lay on a clean table cloth ,
ſo as a fold of the linen may part and keep them

from inter-touching.
Your oven hot (known by raking the end of
a ſtick againſt its roof or hearth, if the ſparkles
riſe plentifully ) make it very clean, reſerving
only a few coals near the mouth ; wipe it with
a mop wet and wrung ; then cloſe it up a while
to allay the heat and duſt, which will endanger
ſcorching ; and when the fiery colour is a little
abated, let in your loaves as faſt and quick as
poſſible (ranging the biggeſt towards the upper

end) round about, and filling the middle ſpace
laſt of all.

Hethat heats the oven muſt be careful that he
burn his wood in every part alike, kindling it.

ſometimes at one ſide, ſometimes at the other,

and continually ſcraping away the athes with his
iron .

The bread put in , ſtop themouth wellwith the
plate door, and the edges of it with wet cloths,
to keep in the heat ; four hours time is ſuffici

ent for large bread, but you may draw a loaf to
ſee if it be enough , which you ſhall know by

knocking against the bottom with your knuc

kles ; if it found and be hard draw the rett ; if
K 4
not,

.
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not, let them ſtand a while longer ; experience
is ſoon learned ; but if you leave your bread
too long it will make it red within , and of ill
reliſh .

Your batch drawn, place it on that ſide it is
moſt baked.

Let your bread be cold before you lock it up,
and then ſet it fideways, that the air may equally
flow about it . In the ſummer time, your bins

ſet in the cellar will preſerve your bread from
mouldineſs, better than elſewhere.

:

Thoſe loaves which are leaſt baked, and worſt
made, ſhould be firſt eaten, for the moſt baked
relent with ſtanding.

It is a profitable oeconomy to have ever a
batch of ſtale bread when you go to make
new .

The forts of French Bread.
Pain Bourgois, or City Bread.
Take the ſixth part of what you intend to
make, and put leaven into it, making a hole in
the dough , as you were directed ; when the maſs

is riſen , cover it with as much more flower as
what there was at firſt, and leave it to riſe again ;

this ready, add to it the reſidue of the flower,
tempering it with water, kneading and allow
ing it time to riſe in every particular, govern
ing the reſt, as hath already been deſcribed ,

NOI E .

; 1. The beſt wheat flower makes the beſt
bread .

2. The
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2 . The newer alſo the bread is, the better.

. 3. The whiter the flower, the leſs goodneſs
in taſte.
4 . The cloſer it is wrought, ſo it be notheavy,
the more hearty and nouriſhing.
Some make bread (as about Rouen in
mandy) without at all lifting the bran,
comes from the mill ; this at firſt eating
to be rough and harſh , but by cuſtom

Nor
as it
ſeems
it is

both pleafant, wholeſome, and very ſtrength
ning.

Pain de Gonnelle.
The beft Bread of France .
There is of this both white and brown, and

of all ſizes : take fix buſhels of flower, or what
leffer quantity you pleaſe, which put leaven to
a ſixth part at eight a clock at night, then add
as much flower to it ; this is called refreſhing the
leaven.

The next morning early make your

dough with the remainder of the meal, but tem
per it moderately , or very little : then turn the

dough, and put it in a wooden bowl; ſprinkle it
with flower to keep it from ſticking, and when
it is ready to ſet in the oven, you ſhall turn it
into another bowl, that when it is ſet into the

oven with the peel, the right ſide may ſtand up
moſt.

The ſmall light bread is madeby taking the
fixth part of the meal, and inſtead of the leaven,
fer it to riſe with new yeaſt, and when it is
Swelled fufficiently, wet it again , or work it with
another ſixth part of themeal, and ſo let it riſe

for a fecond time; then temper is a very little,
turn
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turn it, and lay the loaves on a cloth , with folds

(as hath been directed) to keep them from touch
ing, and ſo bake them .

Pain a la Mountrau .
Take a buſhel of the whiteſt meal, a fourth
part to ferment, with half a pint of new yeaft
(if it be ſtale, leſs will ſerve) a ſmall handful of
ſalt diſſolved in warm water, and three quarts
of milk ; an hour after add the reſt of the flower,
which you ſhall remper but ſlightly ; then turn

the paſte, and let it riſe in ſmall wooden diſhes,
then ſet it into the oven ; an hour is ſufficient:
when drawn, let them cool edgeways.
Of this ſort of bread , and that of gonnelle, is
made biſquets, cutting it in halves, and taking
out the crumb , and ſo ſet into the oven ; but

firſt it muſt be ſprinkled with aqua vitæ : ſome
add to it fennel ſeed, beaten and ſcattered into
the dough, and aqua vita , as you temper it.

This is an excellent biſquet to be fop'd in Mufi
cadel wine, Canary, or what wine you pleaſe.

Pain d' Eſprit.
This ismade of the fineſt flower, and temper
ed like the

Pain 'de Chapitre.
.

Which is made in the ſamemanner with the

pain bourgeois, which we have already deſcribed ;
only it muſtbe very cloſe kneaded , and wrought
a good while ; there are ſome bakers who put
this dough under the kneader . Of this paſte are
made the high coped loaves, and ſome that are

cut
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cut in halves, and other forms: but it is only
for the very meaner fort..

Pain de Gentilly
This is made like pain ala mountrau , except

ing only the adding a little ſweet butter to 1to
it.

Pain de Citroville .
Parboil the pulpy part of a pompion , as you
would do it to fry,then ſtrain it through a coarſo
cloth from the ſtrings ; then add of the water

it boiled in , as much as is requiſite to temper
the dough , which you are to order in all other

reſpects , as in the former receipts, with twolea
vens.

It is an excellent ſort of bread, eſpecially

for ſuch as deſire cooling , being good to looſen
the belly : it is ſomewhat of a yellowercolour than

other bread, and a little fatter. . !

* Pain Benito Brioche. tudois
Take a buſhel of the fineſt wheat flower, of
which mix a quarter with leaven , yeaſt, and bot
water ; let this riſe in a tray orbowl, firſt warm
ed, and well covered, if it be in winter : whilſt

this is ſet to riſe, take the three other parts of
your flower , and temper them with water as
hot as your hand can ſuffer , and put in a quarter

of a pound of ſalt, a pound of freſh butter , and
a new freſa curd cheeſe ; two hours after, mix
theſe with the leavened dough, and work them

together ; then lay. it together to riſe again in
the tray, knead it again on a table, ſpreading

and working it exceedingly ; then make it up
.

upon a large peel, and let it ſtand a while : when
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it is ready to ſet into the oven (but firft varnish
it over with an egg) ſtop and govern the heat as
for other bread .

When the batch is ready to draw , ſet it on a
peel or wicker -burdle, to keep it from breaking,
.
becauſe it is exceeding brittle. .
The varniſh is made with the yolk of freſlo
eggs, beaten without water; fome to ſpare coſt

add honey, but that obliges you to lacken the
oven .

Pain de Couſin.
This is an excellent fort ; you muſt of a
buſhel of flower take but half a peck for the .

leaven , and the reſt of the paſte ; temper it with
three pound of butter , two freſa curd cheeſes,and
a dozen of freſh eggs ; if the paſte be too ſtiff,

correct it with milk , but make your leaven at
twice, and work as before.

If you will proceed with exactneſs in theſe
receipts, till you have the addreſs, make ſeveral

trials ; that is, put a piece at firſt into an oven ,

and if on taſting you find any thing amiſs, correct
it according to diſcretion.
I. NOT E .
· That all ſtale bread ſet a new into the oven
will much recover it, and if it be eaten imme
diately , little different from what is new made ;

but if kept, and ſet in a third time, it will not
be tolerable.
2. NO T 'E .

The ferment of cherry winemakes an excellent
geaft for bread.

Some
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: Some good Engliſh houſewives may be con
fulted for thebeſt of Engliſh breads, biſquets and
cakes: and it were to be deſired , that we had a
perfect deſcription of Dr. Kepler's new ovena
Aationary and portative'; which both my Lorá
Brereton and Mr. " Boyle have had experience
of.

Allo ,

icirii

That we had deſcriptions of the beft waysof
brewing beer andale

.

.

.

:.

. Evelyn .

An account from the ingenious Mr. John
Worlidge of Petersfield in Hampſhire, of

a great improvement of land by parſley.
SIR ,
Lthough the time hath been long ſince

:
A

your great obligations were enough to

have exacted from me a more ready compliance
with your requeſt, yet is my tedious, though
ſmall employment in the affairs of the world no
unreaſonable excuſe ; however, that ſhall no

longer render me ungrateful, nor prevent me
from cafting in mymite amongſt the treaſures of
obfervations and experiments that you have col

lected : for as the motto of the ſociety (whereof
you are a member ) is, Nullius in verba, ſo that
ſmall addition I ſhall make to your great Collec
tion ſhall be ſuch , that may probably have more

in it than words only : which I ſhall willingly

contribute asmy occaſions will permit.
I ob
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I obſerve amongſt the enquiries concerning
meadows, mentioned in p : 9 . of your Colle &tions,
you deſire to be informed, what kind of graſs is
beft for ſeep, cows, & c. In anſwer to which,
I only give you the relation I had from ſeveral
ingenious men ; that a perſon living near Portf
mouth , having ſome lands in his hands that werc
very apt for corn , ſowed ſeveral acres of it with

parſley Seed , which thrived exceeding well ;
and that he fed his ſheep on it to his great advan
tage.

It is obſerved, that ſome ſort of graſſes do
alter the taſte of mutton , and that the ſweeteſt

mutton is that which hath been fed on the fineſt
and ſweeteſt gralles, as is experienced on the

peak in Derbyſhire, and on the plains in Wiltſhire ,
Hampſhire, & c. And on the contrary , the coarſelt

mutton is produced from the grofleſt meadows,
marmes, & c . And ſheep fatted on clover, and the
like rich nouriſhment, are not ſo delicate meat
as the heath croppers ; which latter rich way of

fatting jeep, is moſt advantageous to the huſ
bandman , but doth not humour the palate of
the eater fo well as ſuch beaſts that can live on
the drieſt mountains without water ; for it be
gets too great and ſudden a change in the meat.
The like difference is alſo obſerved in conies. . .
Sheep farten very well on turnips, which prove
an excellent nouriſhment for them in hard win
ters, when fodder is ſcarce ; for they will not
only eat the greens, but feed on the roots in the

ground, and Icoup them hollow even to the very ,
skin ; the turnip is of a hotter nature than clo

ver graſs, and therefore more agreeable to thoſe
catrel.

But much more hot and drying is parſley,

even in both, to the ſecond degree , and were

.
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it thoroughly experimented , doubtleſs, willprove

very good nouriſhment, and not ſubject thoſe
dry animals to the rot, nor vitiate the taſte of
their Aleſh ſo much as the other colder food
will do. :
*

The rot being a diſeaſe occaſioned by the meep

feeding on too much cold and moiſt meat, and
is prevented by hot and dry : as their feeding in
ſhady places in ſome grounds, where the dew li
eth long on a certain broad grafs, naturally in .
clineth all ſheep feeding there to the rot, and by
ſuch that have to their coſt made experiment
thereof , ſuch lands are otherwiſe employed :
when on the contrary, feeding feep on falt
marſhes and brackiſh grounds, preventeth the rot,
and the giving them falt with their dry meat,
is eſteemed a cure of that diſeaſe.
Therefore parſley (being of ſuch a hot, dry,
ſaline and anti-hydropical a nature , and as my
relators aſſure me) ſo much deſired by Meep (as
I am ſure it is of conies, much of the nature of
Theep in reſpect of their feeding ) may very pro

bably be, not only a very good ſecurity againſt
the rot, but may render the meat rather better
taſted than any other food whatſoever.

· And it is a plant very eaſily propagated , and
the feed plentifully obtained, few plants yielding

more , and that alſo eaſily ſeparated from its
Italks : the ground, the finer it is dreſſed , the

better will the parſley ſown therein grow and
proſper, and it will continue more than one
year, but how many, a careful improver will
quickly diſcover ; and of what particular uſes
and advantages this piece of husbandry may
prove (beſides the general way of feeding beep)

an ingenious husbandman will ſoon find out.
However
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However (amongſt others) it anſwers one ob
jection againſt incloſures, viz. That incloſing of. .
lands will prove a decay of our flocks of Jeep , and

so by conſequence of wool.

To which I anſwer,

if that two or three hundred ſheep muſt have
five, ſix , or ſeven hundred acres of open down
land to departure on , according to the preſent
uſe and cuſtom : in caſe ſo much thereof be en

cloſed as lieth convenient for encloſure (it may
be half thereof, or more) and part of ſuch en
cloſed land be ſown with clover, turnips, coleſeed,
purſlain , or the like ; and that ten acres ſo huſ
bandry'd will feed as many ſeep as one hundred

acres thereof would before have done ; the ques
ſtion then willbe,whether the husbandman may
not keep as great a flock as he did before, and
have variety of paſture for them , as the ſeaſon
of the year requireth ? And that either for feed

ing, fatting , or medicinally preſerving them , as he
pleaſeth .

For it is not to be doubted , but that land ene
clos'd and tilld , yieldeth a far greater increaſe to

the husbandman than lands open and untilld i
then in caſe he can propagate ſuch vegetables
that will feed and maintain his flock in his ina
cloſures, ſurely on ſuch incloſures he may main

tain a far greater number of peep than before he

could on the open and untilld champign, or at
leaſt as great a number, and have a fair increaſe
of tillage over and aboye.
My ſentiments of the great effect that this

piece of husbandry, or the like may have as to
the improvement of trade, you may receive an
other time, if they may be acceptable from

Your's to ſerve you

John Worlidge.
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Au account of a book entituled, Corporation
Credit, & c. and of the Bank itſelf.

;

I Conceive it very proper to my intention of

il endeavouring the advance of trade; to give
a ſhort account of the bank of credit that is now
eſtabliſhing , which is the ſubject of the book :

and take it, if you pleafe, as communicated to
me in a letter from my worthy friend Mr.
O .

S.

.

.

Sir To. perform

.

.

.

;

my promife, I will now

give you fome account of the bank of credits

ſuch as I at preſent can , after having made as
ſtrict enquiries into all the parts of it as poſſibly

I could .": And I muft tell you, Sir, that this
defign is laid upon ſo firm and ſolid grounds,
that if well purſued, nothing perhaps can ever
prove more ferviceable to all the ends of trade ;
ſo far as eaſe; fecarity, gain , and the prevention
of litigious conteſts, are things to be valued in
commerce. The deſign was propoſed to the
city ; and after many examinations, and upon
mature advice, it paſſed with the approbation
of the Lord Mayor , Count of Aldermen , and

Common - council, as an undertaking highly con

ducing to the general good, and extending its
influence to every particular perſon 's private bce
nefit. The manner is thus; he that will raiſe a

credit in this bank, brings in a fund of any kind
of goods or wares, which goods being appraiſed ,
the party inmediately receives a credit according

to the value ſer. A time is limited for redemp
tion , and fix pounds per cent. only paid for the
credit, ware -houſe room ,

falvage, book-keeping,

and all charges. · This credit is as uſeful asmo- L
.
VOL . IV .
ney,
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ney, and much more ſafe, eaſy and convenient ;
and is in its own nature a neceſſary advance to
trade. The goods thus depoſited may not ex
ceed the time limited for redemption , without
coming to a new appraiſement, and paying off

the bank ; but may be ſold at any time before,
and ſhall only pay to the week they are delivered
out . As to the ſafety of it, the conſtitution of
the bank is ſuch , that it is liable to the continual

inſpection of the common-council, or perſons by
them deputed ; every perſon employed gives
great ſecurity for his fidelity , and there are ſo

many checks upon the ſeveral offices, that it is
not poſſible for any fraud to be committed with
out an immediate diſcovery : for the fund being
goods, and not money, cannot be taken away,
not by day , for then the bank is open , and no
thing can be done but in the view of the world ;
very hardly by night, for a ſtrict watch will

be kept, and if any thing ſhould be, the bank
obliges itſelf to ſatisfy the owner, and indemni
fies itſelf by the ſecurity of the party offend
ing. I am ſtraitned in time, and therefore can
not enlarge upon any, but 1hall name ſome very
few of the many conveniencies that will cer
tainly attend this undertaking .

It will add an

equivalent to ſo much ready money to the ſtock
of the nation , as there ſhall be credit raiſed ;
this will of neceſſity quicken trade, and increaſe
expence and conſumption : it will find employ
ment for all the poor : men will be furniſhed at
low rates to ſupport their credit, manage their

trades, and to take the advantage of the market. '
The very bank itſelf will be a continual mart,
and a mighty increaſe of trade by occaſions a
riſing even within itſelf. A deſign of ſuch ge
neral uſe and advantage, that hath paſt the teſt,
and
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and has the countenance and concurrence of ſo
many wiſe and eminent men as compoſe the

government of this city , will ſurely meet with a
ſuitable reception from all prudent and conſidera
ing men . And after what I have ſaid , Sir ,
which is all demonſtrable, I doubt not but you
will concur in opinion with me ; that the ge
nerous and publick - ſpirited man , and the cauti

ous intereſted perſon , are both equally concern
ed to wiſh well to this undertaking , which an

ſwers both their ends. The undertakers have
anſwered all objections made againſt it ; and it
only remains now to perfect their ſubſcriptions,

· in which it is ſaid there is a conſiderable pro
greſs made. Sir, I am

Your moſt affectionate

L

o ve to a friend and ſervant,
doess

o

as

L2

to

O. S

TUESDAY

